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WELCOME HOME DAVID DUKE!
I will definitely be there, and numerous other writers,
speakers, publishers and movement figures will be there as
well. Look for me at all conference events and at the
literature distribution area. We always want to meet our
readers. See the item below, by the EURO staff, for
complete details. Don't miss this very important conference
-- see you there!!! Dr. Harrell Rltome, Publisher

On May 28, 29, and 30 (Memorial Day weekend) the
lnternational European-American Unity and Leadership
Conference will be held in New Orleans, Louisiana. Speakers
will include prominent leaders and scholars from around the
world who are in the forefront of the struggle for our heritage our
freedom. The conference will include both scholarly and activist
speeches and discussions on the major issues confronting the
European-American World, focusing on the Zionist Threat and
its destructive influences. Topics will include the Zionist-drlven
war and occupation of lraq, the demographic and cultural threats
to Europe and the United States, and the Jewish supremacist
war against civil liberties and freedom of speech. Speakers will
emphasize effective strategies for the next decade of the
struggle for securing both our freedom and survivall
A few of the scheduled speakers include Roy Armstrong of
EURO, Don Black of Stormfront, Willis Carto and Mike piper of
American Free Press and Barnes Review, Erich Gliebe and
Kevin Strom of National Alliance, Germar Rudolf of the
Revisionist, John Tyndall of British National Party, paul Fromm
from CAFE In Canada, attorney Sam Dickson and attorney
Edgar Steele. Additional major speakers are being added.
The gathering will especially honor David Duke who has spent a
year in the American gulag because of his unremitting work on
behalf of European Americans and his uncompromising stance
against Zionism. Not only had David Duke become one of the
leading American voices opposing the Zionist-instigated lraq
War, and his new book, Jeush Supremacism, [see Eric
Thomson's short review in this issuel has become the leading
book in the world on the Jewish question.
David Duke will open the conference on Friday evening, May 28,
2004 and give the keynote address at the banquet on Saturday
evening.
Come join us in New Orleans to welcome David Duke home and
to chart the road for our heritage and freedoml
[And, a few words more...]

DAVID DUKE HOMECOMING
MAY 29 IN NEW ORLEANS

ARE YOU COMING?

All patriots are invited to attend the Homecoming Celebration for
David Duke and the European American Unity & Heritage
Conference on Friday evening, Saturday and Sunday May 28,
29, and 30, 2004 (Memorial Day Weekend - Monday is a
holiday) in New Orleans. ln my phone conversations with Mr.
Duke today (April 12th) Mr. Duke asked me to add these words

from him:

"This may be the most important gathering of the decade in our
struggle for our heritage and freedom. The May 29th Conference
is going to set the tone for our people in the 21st century. This
can be a huge, huge moment in our history."
Mr. Duke is so on fire on the phone that only a professional
stenographer could keep up with his mind as he races through
the plans and ideas that he has formulated while he was
imprisoned. His imprisonment began on April 15, 2003.
Mr. Duke also asked me to mention that due to the tremendous
response to this event it has been necessary to expand the
event schedule. Mr. Duke will be receiving arrivlng guests in a
hospitality suite with refreshments throughout the afternoon of
Friday, May 28th. At 7:30pm Friday, May 28th the conference
will be opened in our event hotel. Saturday, May 29th will be
completely filled with speakers, events, and a lunch break giving
you an opportunity to share a meal with fellow patriots from all
over the world, including our speakers. At 7:00pm Saturday the
Banquet commences. A delicious New Orleans seafood dinner
will be served in our fine event hotel. Davici Duke will deiiver ihe
weekend's keynote speech at the conclusion of our Saturday
Banquet. Sunday morning, May 30th, we will all join in an
outdoor European-American historical commemoration at a
famous New Orleans White heritage site. From Noon Sunday
until 7pm in the evening we will return to our very conveniently
located beautiful hotel in a good part of town for more panels,
seminars, speakers and events inside.
On the phone, Mr. Duke said today (Wednesday, April 14ih):
"Please make sure to include the Sunday afternoon poriion of
our program in your travel plans. This will be a very important
part of everyone's experience for the weekend."
You can order your Conference tickets now for $35 and your
Saturday evening New Orleans' Seafood Banquet and keynote
speech tickets for an additional $35. Rooms in the large hotel
are available at the Conference rate of $49.95 per night. you
can reserye your hotel room by including $49.95 per night in
vour check or monev order made out to EURO. your hotel
room rate of $49.95 per night can include up to 4 occupants in
your room. The hotel location will be given to you after you have
purchased your tickets. You can remit the basic 49.95 for the
nights you will require and we can pay for and reserve the rooms
for you. (there will be an additional charge for taxes and
telephone charges etc.) There will be time for you to make your
own reservations directly with the hotel if you buy only your
Conference and Banquet tickets now. Mr. Duke's keynote
address will be part of the Banquet, which will feature a delicious
seafood dinner. We look fonarard to seeing you at this historic,
informative and inspiring event.

Send your checks, money orders, or cash to: EURO
POB 188 Mandeville, LA70471 (985)626-7714
or email rovgodenau@hotmail.com

flf receiving this issue by email, just click above.l
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JEWISH SUPREMACISM By David Duke
A Review By Eric Thomson

This is the most timely and important book anyone can read in
regard to the Zionist Occupation Government (ZOG), particularly
in the U.S.A., which is the jews' golem or Frankenstein monster.
David Duke has take on a truly monstrous subject. Although his
book is encyclopedic, it is not a multi-volume monster, but is
quite readable and succinct. lt covers jew supremacism
(Zionism) from ancient times to the present, and is very much up
to date in regard to ihe Zionist players and atrocities. This is the
essential job for 'our' media (actually the jewsmedia) has
avoided, tht of informing the U.S. people and other Zionist
victims. The temperate wording of the text makes the treachery
of our Zionist rulers stand out starkly, demanding tht justice be
done to liberate us from these evil-doers.
The book is well researched, and its strength for convincing the
uncommitted reader is in its reliance upon official jewish
sources, with revealing quotes from their leaders and pundits.
The eternal jewish message to Gentiles is: 'Do as we say, not as
we do.' The jew approach to Gentiles has always been two-
faced, for the Gentile is told to love the jew and the jew teaches
his own to hate the Gentile host people. Under this
smokescreen, the jew panders his way to power over his Gentile
hosts. Ex-Mossadnik Victor Ostrovsky described the jewish
attitude toward Gentile colleagues as follows: 'When I was
sitting with my friend, he's not sitting with HIS friend.' ln other
words, all contacts should be one way, in favor of lsrael, first,
Iast and always.
The conclusion is inescapable: that jewish patriotism is alient
and hostile to Amerlcan patriotism, and jewish target #1 for
genocide is the White race. As George Washington would say,
'Patriot, look and learn.' This book is top priority for reading,
now! DOWZ and ORION! [Order from from EURO -
special"Eagle Newsletter readers price, gl 9.95.1

Find Eric's essays and letters on www.faem.com and
also on a new site vwwv.dowz.net.

SHIEKH AHMED YASSIN AND LITTLE LEO
by Tom Mysiewicz

ln a land far, far away a harmless creature of God was brutally
killed. The people of that land, not ones to stand idly by while
injustice was done, spent 14 months looking for the perpeirator.
When the criminal was found, little mercy was shown and he
was given a stiff sentence for the killing. Some even thought he
should face the death penalty.

PLEASE SUBSCRIBE
One Year $20 ($20 outside USA). Cash, check or money
order. Subscribe to both "Eagle" (bimonthly) and
"Revisionist Observer" (quarterly) $39 ($+C
outside USA). U/VLESS MARKED OTHRWSE, TTEMS FOR
SALE //V IHIS 

'SSUE 
ARE FREE WITH SUBSCRIPTION OR

RENEWAL lf subscribing to both, choose two free items.
Make
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This land was America. And sadly, the manhunt was not made
for the perpetrato(s) of the massacre-by-missiles of an elderly
wheelchair-bound quadriplegic cleric, Shiekh Ahmed Yassin, but
for a small Bichon Friese dog named Leo. Leo was thrown to
his death in early 2000 by an angry California motorist after the
dog's owner collided with his SUV. With Little Leo's death,
Northern California was thrown into action. Leaflets were
circulated. And animal lovers around America agitated for
justice. Police worked nonstop on the case. And-if three years
of a man's life is worth the life of a dog-justice they got.
ln the case of Shiekh Yassin, a different picture was painted
entirely. lsraeli spokesmen appeared nonstop on TV reading
endless lists of Yassin's supposed crimes. Few, if any, photos
of Yassin were shown. lt wasn't until 11:30 p.m.-Pacific
Time...very early morning on the East Coast-that I saw an
actual photo of Yassin in his wheelchair. (When it comes to
Saddam, the networks scarcely let a day go by without showing
his drugged and bedraggled visage!) "He still was very, very
dangerous," the CNN, FOX and MS-NBC commentators assure
us, "A terrorist mastermind." They mention that he was, well,
also hit in the chest with a missile. lsraeli "intelligence experts"
are brought on. They tell of his master memory and "hands on"
control of every terrorist act by Hamas. (No word is ever said
about charitable work by Hamas, though.)
Most Americans accept this. Few, probably, visited the IDF
website a few years back to see the great intelligence coup on
YasserArafat--the papers "proving" he had been masterminding
all terrorist attacks during the lntifada. Well, I did. Having been
a reporter for a number of years I was greatly disturbed to find a
series of inconclusive documents whose "proofs" would be
thrown out of any U.S. court at any level. Apparently, in the
lsraeli system of justice, assuming one is not Jewish, even an
allegation or tuzzy statement is the equivalent of a capital
crime. For instance, if tortured prisoner "X" says you, a
Palestinian, may be part of a terrorist cell, it's O.K. to bulldoze
your house! BLrt few A:.nericans understand this difference.
And the major media do nothing to dispel the illusion of the
rough equivalence of lsraeli and U.S. justice.
Which, I think, explains why the average American values the
life of a dog over the life of a disabled and elderly palestinian
cleric. And which is why there will be little pressure on
politicians in the U.S. to do more than grumble about this lsraeli
murder in pursuit of a "restructured" Mid East.
Copyright 2004 by Thomas G. Mysiewicz. Permission given to
reproduce this material, in its entirety with attribution, in
electronic form without payment.

"We do not fear the threat of death. We will not bow to
pressure. And resistance will continue until the occupation
is ended."

"The battle is a battle for a nation, ideology and civilization,
not only for the Palestinian people. The Palestinian people
are defending the very dignity of the Muslim Ummah. We
ask for your du'aa'." Sheikh Ahmad Yassin

RABBIYISRAEL WEISS OF NETUREI KARTA ON
THE ASSASSINATION OF SHEIKH YASSIN:

AN HONEST RABBI BRAVELY SPEAKS OUT
The assassination of Sheikh Ahmed Yassin by the Zionist State
is the latest tragic episode In the one hundred year old
confrontation between Zionist and Arab in Palestine, lt is tragic
both for Jews and for Palestinians. lt is tragic for the
Palestinians because it is another instance of ihe trail of
bloodshed which has been the result of the Zionist palestinran
confrontation which has existed since the formation of the
Zionist ideal to set up an illegitimate State in palestine. The
Zionist ideal is illegitimate because it is contrary to Jewish
Religious teaching and contrary to humanitarian justice. Tragic
for Jews because the Zionists claim (mistakenly) to represent
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the Jewish People and any animosity arising among the

Palestinians as a result of the assassination falls on the whole

Jewish People. Orthodox Jews wish to declare that the
Zionists do not represent the Jews in any way and

have no mandate whatsoever to speak in the name of
the Jewish People. They also dissociate themselves
entirely from the perpetuation of the confrontation
with the Palestinian People. Furthermore, they
declare once again, that the only solution to the

impasse in Palestine, is the total peaceful

dismantling of the Zionist State.

FORMER CONGRESSMAN PAUL FINDLEY (R-lL)
SPEAKS OUT ON THE MIDEAST

"Nine-eleven would not have occurred if the U'S. government

had refused to help lsrael humiliate and destroy Palestinian

society. Few express this conclusion publicly, but many believe

it is ihe truth. I believe the catastrophe could have been

prevented if any U.S. president during the past 35 years had had

ihe 
"ourrg" 

and wisdom to suspend all U.S. aid until lsrael

withdrew irom the Arab land seized in the 1967 Arab-lsraeli
war."
"ln its violent assaults on Palestinians, lsrael uses the pretexi of

eradicating terrorism, but its forces are actually engaged

advancing the territorial expansion just cited. Under the guise of

anti-terroiism, lsraeli forces treat Palestinians worse than cattle'
With due process nowhere to be found, hundreds are detained

for long periods and most are tortured. Some are assassinated'
Homes, orchards, and business places are destroyed. Entire

cities are kept under intermittent curfew, some confinements
lasting for weeks. lnjured or ill Palestinians needing emergency
medical care are routinely held at checkpoints for an hour or

more. Many children are undernourished. The West Bank and

Gaza have become giant concentration camps. None of this

could have occurred without U.S. support. Perhaps lsraeli

officials believe life will become so unbearable that most

Palestinians will eventually leave their ancestral homes'"

BLACKS COMPILE HIT LIST ON WHITES

New Kensington PA - Two 14-year-old Valley High School

freshmen were arrested Wednesday after school officials
discovered they had declared Friday to be "kill a cracker day'"
They are being held at a juvenile detention center. One of the

studints was found in possession of a hit list, with the names of

about 10 Whites to be killed. The incident was swept under the

rug by multiracialists, who insisted, "there's no racial tension at

tne sthoot," and that "it seems like an isolated incident." The

local police chief, a Jew, quickly announced that there was no

need ior any extra security to watch over White students. School

officials didn't even care enough to notify White parents, who

had to learn of the incident through local media. Their loyalty to

multiracialism obviously trumps the safety and security of
Whites.

WHY CAN'T GENTILES DO THIS?
"Any organized minority with a given amount of intelligence can

obtiin lupremacy over a disorganized majority of equal

intelligence. A race-conscious population is far more effective

and iuccessful in most forms of endeavor than a race-

unconscious population group. Racial spirit, like team spirit,

stimulates victory in all types of competition, athletic or political,

intellectual or social. lf the Majority were as race-conscious as

the Jewish mlnority and had half as many organizations working

for it, Jewish predominance in America would disappear
overnight. Where Jews diverge most sharply from the Majority'

aside Jrom important personality differences, is in having a

higher degree of ethnocentrism, not a higher degree of

inGlligence. To put it in a different perspective, Jewish power

may derive as much or more from Majority weakness and

disorganization as from Jewish strength." (Wilmot Robertson,

The Dispossessed Majority, 1972, pp. 196-197)

The long-awaited ANTHOLOGY OF
CONDENSATIONS of some really great books and
articles is complete, and is an excellent tool to
introduce a friend or coworker to nationalist and
revisionist thought with more than 50 fact-packed
pages at a reasonable price -- and vou mav
photocopv it. Order one copy for $3'50, postpaid.
Leela Pub. POB 3010 North Fort Mvers FL 33918.

DISHONORABLE ISRAELI TROOPS SEEK TO
ERASE MEMORY OF RAGHEL GORRIE

April 3, 2004 http:i/www.palestinemonitor.org
Early this week four lsraeli jeeps, 16 tanks and two bulldozers

invaded the highly populated area in the Al-Salam neighborhood
in the city of Rafah, along the Egyptian border of the Gaza Strip,

an area ionstantly under continuous firing. They headed stralght
towards Dr. Samir Nasrallah's home, the very house Rachel

Corrie died in front of a year ago while trying to prevent its
destruction.
Corrie was the 23-year-old American peace activist from

Olympia, USA, killed by an lsraeli army bulldozer which ran over
hei while nonviolently trying to prevent the demolition of yet

another Palestinian house in the city of Rafah. Corrie and other
pro-Palestinian activists based in Rafah had frequently spent the

night in Nasrallah's house, acting as human shields against the

lsiaeli tanks and bulldozers clearing a security zone around the

border. For a while Nasrallah's abode had stood alone in a sea

of sand and debris. Almost every other structure in the area has

been knocked down in recent months.
Dr. Nasrallah, a Palestinian pharmacist, lived in the house with

his wife and children. " When I returned to the site of my house I

was in shock: they not only demolished the house, but all the

rubble and dust were toially removed and gone....". ln this
operation also some trees were uprooted and the surrounding

landscape was totally razed.
Locals are convinced that this targeted demolition took place as

one more attempt to erase the memory of crucial events that
took place in the area and to cover the crime of the

assassination of Rachel Corrie, since the place used to attract
many journalists and members of various solidarity groups and

activists, who would visit the place and gather with the family.

THE INSIDE STORY OF ZIONIST MEDTA .

MANI PULATION: ..WEXNER ANALYSIS:
ISRAELI COMMUNICATIONS PRIORITIES 2OO3,'
Only recently released (April 2003), this 17pp. entirely authentic

and formerly confidential document from Luntz Research

Companies and "The lsrael Project" shows the various ruses

and strategies currently employed by the ministate to delude the

USA and the world: "The language that follows will help you

secure support from a large majority of Americans." Show this

to your "Judeo-Christian friends". Specify in-print or disc version
(Adobe pdf format) for a donation of $10 (outside USA, $1 2)'

'Avaitable as a gift with your new subscription or ren3vryA
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Exclusive to The Eagle Newsletter
..REVISIONIST" SLIP-UPS IN SACRAMENTO

An allegedly "gay", would-be "revisionist" pastry chef, Walter
Mueller, tried to put together an international conference with the
help of IHR incompetents such as Mark Weber, Harvey Taylor,
et al. They failed to secure a backup venue, and when a
German gymnastic club, Turnverein, cancelled them out, they
had nowhere to go. The group apparently had no idea that
"holocaust deniers" were renting their facility, evidently because
the allegedly "gay" pastry chef did not level with them - or line
up a backup! At the last minute, with the help of some
nationalist groups like National Alliance and Stormfront (whom
Mueller dislikes), a rump conference was held. Of the several
speakers from overseas, only a couple of them showed up.
Horst Mahler, who was the big draw, did not come, but who can
blame him? Not only that, some who were announced on the
lnternet as speakers were later nixed with nary a word.
Numerous revisionists lost out on book sales, and even though
Mueller has allegedly refunded the ticket money, this hardly
compensaies for time and money lost on hotel reservations,
airfares, etc., which had to be cancelled. Naturally, Mueller and
Weber made it seem they pulled off a miracle - how typical.

None of what I have said or what follows is in any way a
reflectlon on the speakers who did participate. Most of them will
also be in New Orleans at the end of May, where the participants
and the attendees will see a staggering and pronounced
difference from the California ignominy.

Mueller is largely a liar. He got his knickers in a twist when I

declined to plug the event, so he sent out an ugly email (to
everyone on his list but not to me!) misrepresenting the reasons
that I gave for declining, the main reason being that I refuse to
support anything to do with the now-ineffective and almost
inactive lHR. Mueller publishes a little tabloid newspaper, but if
this is any example of how he reports the news, then what does
that say about his reporting abilities and his overall honesty? As
readers know, I almost never get involved with 'blightwing" in-
fighting, but Mueller's egregious conduct caused me to make a

rare exception. Below are some related items by Elizabeth
Carto and columnist Yancy Ames.

QUESTIONS TO MARK WEBER!
By Elizabeth Carto

Since Weber turned the whole thing over to this Kelso, he gives
the final blow to the lHR. This will drive away the last
"academics". Faurisson was told before 1993 that Willis would
turn the Journal into a "racist rag" as you know, F. got scared
and believed Weber. But he was just petrified being tied to
"racists",what does he say now that his prot6g6 has done it?!
Weber, as you stated, is closing down organizations, not just
IHR but Spotlight and Liberty Lobby too as a result. He is now
doing a final assault on revisionism and it is not unplanned. He
disables anyone who has a work ethic and is trustworthy. Harvey
(Taylor; see below) gave him the $5000, that is a joke, where did
the $1 .1 mill go that IHR got last spring from the Trust they stole
from LL in October of 2002?

Weber has money but is spending it destructively. Did you ever
ask him about the Allen Trust (not connected to Andrew Allen), a
nice old lady who left the money to LL. Wells Fargo held the
trust and finally had toturn it over to Weber last year.

Where did the millions go that they got since 2000 from LL, paid
under the settlement we had, from the sale of our house
($400,000) and legacies that the Maino court (a pro-Zionist Calif.
Judge) turned over to Weber? These are serious questions ihat
need to be answered. Maybe Harvey and the other officers don't
know about this money? Raven bought a 1.6 million dollar
property for himself early 2003, before he left to string tennis
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rackets. We have proof. Do you find this shocking? lt is certainly
worth looking into.

Exclusive to The Eagle Nevsletter

A LETTER FROM YANCY AMES TO HARVEY
TAYLOR ON THE SACRAMENTO FIASCO

Dear Mr. Taylor: Congratulations on your fiasco in Sacramento.
It became apparent to me years ago that you were a complete
idiot; now that the whole world knows you are an idiot, I rejoice.
You cannot blame your cancelled conference on Willis Carto,
who at least can successfully organize functions.... lf it
achieves nothing else, your sheer stupidity in relying on just one
location without several backups shall demonstrate to every
revisionist in the world where the real incompetence in the IHR
has always lain. Your conference has succeeded in its collapse
in a fashion it could never have achieved in the actual event.
The demise of Sacramento shall be the resurrection of
revisionism from the grave of the lHR.

REGIME CHANGE AT IHR:
AN IDEAWHOSE TIMEIHAS COME!!!

Needless to say, I don't recommend that anyone give IHR
money. And, if in good faith, you have left them a legacy, well,
it's time to change your will! Enough said. Those who want to
go to a really first class event should make their plans now for
New Orleans. ln addition to David Duke, Edgar Steele, Willis
Carto, Erich Gliebe, Don Black and many others will speak.
Look for a full report next issue.

WAR WITH THE SHIITE ARABS

[Leela Publishing, March 25, 20041 The lraqi resistance
against the U.S. military occupation of lraq is about to flare up
into a full-scale war. The Shiites of southern lraq (60% of the
population of lraq) who until now have stayed neutral and out of
the resistance to the U.S. invasion, are about to take up arms
against us. They have been left out of the command of the new
lraqi army and police force by L. Paul Bremer, the U.S.
administrator, who announced March 24 lhat he was going to
appoint a new Defense Ministry this week and a national security
board. He will also appoint inspectors general to each of lraq's
25 existing government ministries, appoint a public broadcasting
board, and hundreds of other new officials. He has already
appointed most lraqi ministers. All this has happened before
elections, before any elected lraqi representatives had any voice
in the nomination and appointment process.

Bremer has argued that elections cannot be set up before
June... but this complex process of creating a vast government
bureaucracy surely requires more time and effort than elections.
The Shiite neighborhoods already have their own tribal and
extended family leaders, who could be identified tomorrow by
show of hands at neighborhood public meetings all within a few
days. The Shiites have been demanding elections before
creation of a new government. The Ayatollah Sistani speaks for
them, repeatedly requesting elections first, formation of
government bureaucracies second.

The Shiites know that Bremer is not appointing irue native
Shiites to these government positions, but Israeli agents
recommended by the lraqi Governing Council, headed by lsraeli
agent Ahmed Chelabi. Chelabi was the source of the false
information (passed on through Wolfowitz and Perle) from
London about weapons of mass destruction, which President
Bush used to justify the American invasion of lraq. (See our
press release of 7-09-03 about Chelabi).

Such a war in lraq with the lraqi Shiites will ignite the whole
Middle East, just as Ariel Sharon wants.
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We repackaged our offer to include only the bimonthly eight
page editions of "Eagle Newsletter".
Shipping included, but outside USA, add $6.00 each.

"Eagle Newsletter" 2OOt-200I -- Bimonthlv Issues. This
collection begins with our first larger 8'page bimonthly
issue, the 9-t l-01 Special Edition with Dr. Rhome's
Position Statement on the "War On Terrorism", plus many
other exiting and informative features. $20.00

"Revisionist Observer" 2OOO-2003. This fascinating
volume consisting of the first I 6 issues contains several
original articles not obtainable anywhere else - a real

"history book" in and of itself. $2O.OO

Choose either volume as a gift with your subscription. If
subscribins to both newsletlers, then ask for both volumes'
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IN SAFEGUARDING OUR FREEDOM, WE
DESTROYED IT

"ln the eyes of posterity it will inevitably seem that, in
safeguarding our freedom, we destroyed it; that the vast
clandestine apparatus we built up to probe our enemies'
resources and intentions only served in the end to confuse
our own purposes; that the practice of deceiving others for
the good of the state led infallibly to our deceiving
ourselves, and that the vast army of intelligence personnel
built up to execute these purposes were soon caught up in
the web of their own sick fantasies, with disastrous
consequences to them and us." Malcolm Muggeridge, 1966

THE MAN WITH THE "KEYS TO THE KINGDOM"
lN IRAQ: AYATOLLAH AL SISTANI

Pictured above is the man who holds the keys to short and long-
term events in lraq. One word from him would set the entire
Shiite population afire with revolutionary zeal and fury. I believe
he is merely waiting for the "democratic elections". Shiites
constitute 60+% of the population, and will control everything,
that is if a truly free election is ever actually held.

REVISIONIST OBSERVER #18 is a special 12 page
illustrated edition focusing on the life and writings of
Sir Richard Burton, lgth century English explorer,
army officer, adventurer, author and linguist.
Several unique photos and maps are included.

Ifyou have never seen our other newsletter, here is an
excellent opportunity. "Eagle Newsletter" readers
can order two copies for $2.00, postpaid, but if
outside the USA, please send an additional $2'00 for
airmail delivery.
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OUR NEXT "FREELY ELECTED" PRESIDENT:
..BROTHERS" IN THE SKULL AND BONES CULT
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ONWARD GOYIM SOLD/ERS
Onward Goyim soldiers marching without fear,
Rumsfeld, Perle and Wolfowitz will lead you from the rear.
Clothed by Chinese sweatshops, and fed on Hormel swill,
Kill off all the Arabs for by now you know the drill.
Onward Goyim soldiers you must be proud to serve,
We must control one big oil source to save the Federal
Reserve.
Fight on through the dust storms, and secure that southern
border,
lsrael is getting very dry and needs to pipe some water.
While you watch the children starving, do not think of sin,
Ari Fleischer is on TV and he'll control the spin.
Fight on in to Baghdad, and try to kill Saddam.
lf you can't find him do not worry,
George will drop a great big bomb.
Onward Goyim soldiers, we know you're bad to the bone,
When all of this is over you'll get a medal from Ariel Sharon.
Onward Goyim soldiers, marching off to war
With the Star of David going on before.
(Based on a W.W.ll British ditty, "Onward Conscript Soldiers")
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Exclusive to The Eagle Newsletter

FRAUD ON THE RIGHT
By Pamila Emmerich

[MORE ON WEBER AND MISDEEDS: Just before completing this

issue, rve received this item from Pamila. Even though we've already

said quite a bit about miscreants, it seemed too good to pass up!]

It was June, 2002, when a friend of mine received a mail
solicitation from something called THE CONTRARIAN PRESS,
which otfered videos that had been copied from film in

Hollywood studios, proving the Holocaust was a lie. CAUGHT
ON TAPE was the title of the videos, and a special video was to
show lrv Rubin and his sidekick, Karl Krugel, openly admitting
the Holocaust was totally fabricated. Other video titles were
INSIDE THE NAZI GAS CHAMBERS, THE BOMBING OF THE
KING DAVID HOTEL, the bombing of Hamburg and Dresden,
AND A FILM OF THE PHONEY GAS VAS, INCLUDING
FOOTAGE OF A FAKE POLISH FACTORY WHICH
HOLLYWOOD FAKED and was purported to be the Treblinka
death camp. A 'secret' video taken inside a Holocaust museum
was also included. The list went on. But why, I asked my friend,
has not this startling evidence been mentioned by AMERICAN
FREE PRESS, THE TRUTH AT LAST, the lHR, or any other
familiar outlet for such revelations? lnstead, you have received
something from a self-professed 'inside/ in the Hollywood film
industry by the name of Desmond Boles. How peculiar. lt was
only $80-some dollars to see the death knell put to the
Holocaust lie, so why not? So my friend ordered these gems

and we waited in anticipation. ln viewing these videos, if anyone
thinks you would be shown a snarling, mouthy lrv Rubin, you

would be mistaken. These videos, proclaiming to put the lie to
the Holocaust would make the most cynical person believe that
lrv Rubin was the most honest credulous person on earth. I

swear, they'd just make you want to run out and take hold of the
skirt of a jew!! As to the rest of the videos, I can sum them up

thusly: they resembled a Charlie Chaplin movie run backwards
at triple speed. They were senseless and without continuity.
The inside of the Holocaust Museum looked like Fibber McGee's
closet or a homeless man's habitat.
To my surprise, in November, 2003, I received a solicitation from
Contrarian Press, signed by Mrs. Edith Boles, saying her
husband had passed away (to the Bahamas?) and she was
selling out all the stock of Contrarian Press. I could get videos,
books, papers--everything but the fish factory in Tel Aviv, for
just $59.00 plus shipping. Knowing the offer to my friend had

been a sham, I nonetheless decided to take Mrs. Boles up on

this offer, just to see the incredulity of this pro-jew scam. I sent
Contrarian Press a check for $63, which was dutifully cashed,
but as May 1,2004,1 have received exactly Zilch.
Mrs Boles clearly implicated Mark Weber of the IHR as being in
collusion with her husband on these videos and their
distribution. Therefore I shall gleefully include Mr. Weber in my
complaint of Mail Fraud. My opinion of Mark Weber is lower
than the mummy in a peat bog, as he and his ghouls are the
ones who have caused Willis and Elizabeth Carto the loss of
their home, the loss of the monies a wealthy widow left to THE
SPOTLIGHT, the vile attempt to put the SPOTLIGHT out of
business, and inestimable amounts of money, besides other
mischief. Mark Weber and his cabal are the ones who told
Faurisson that that Willis Carto
would turn the Journal of Historical Review into a "racist rag"

and scared the wits out of Faurisson and other former allies from
Europe. Weber has a yellow underside-probably with a Mossad
Star of David emblazoned on it. The harm he and his fellow
travelers have done is enormous. Any person or group that
would deliberately set about to destroy our oldest, most patriotic

institutions, Liberty Lobby, and the nations most honorable
newspaper, THE SPOTLIGHT is vile beyond reckoning.
Jealousy has always tweaked the lips of murmurers against
Willis Carto. I have followed this man and his work for over 40
years, and Willis Carto has always stayed the course. He has
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been WITH us, fought for our causes, and kept us truthfully
informed for decades. Never has he wavered, and in my
opinion, he is one of America's greatest patriots.
I hope none of you got caught in the BolesMeber scam, but if
so, you know as I do, you will not recruit any Holocaust deniers
with the Contrarian Press videos-if you ever received them!

Exclusive to The Eagle Nevsletler

THE WAR WE WORSHIP
By Yancy Ames

The official memorial to World War ll is about to open. lt is not,

needless to say, a memorial to Charles Lindberg. The United
States has many military memorials. The battlefields of the Civil
War from Chaftanooga Mountain to Antietam to Gettysburg are
commemorated to the memorles of those who fought and died
there. Armistice Day, or Memorial Day if one prefers, is

dedicated to the end of a great blood bath. But the \l/Wll
memorial is something more than a memorial to the sacrifice of
those who died. lndeed, one might fairly say that they are

merely a fagade for the real purpose. The \ /Wll memorial about
to open in our nation's capitol is the centerpiece of an Orwellian
rewrite of the traditions of the American Republic. lt is an

attempt to send down the memory hold the profound opposition
of the American people into the war. lt is, moreover, an attempt
to gloss over the disastrous geopolitical consequences of the
war, the sacrifice of American neutrality and non-intervention
forever, and a reminder thai the duty lo rescue a certain minority
in peril is the ultimate national duty. The WWll memorial shall
not honor Burton K. Wheeler, John Thomas Flynn, Generals
Robert Wood and George Van Horn Moseley, Norman Thomas
or even Sargeant Shriver and Gerald Ford, in the folly of their
youth. The America First Committee shall not be decorated for
heroism under the fire of withering propaganda nor shall the
profound and honest writings of George Morgenstern, Charles
Beard, Harry Elmer Barnes, James J. Mariin and Arthur Butz
merit an honorable mention. The tomb of the unknown soldier
shall be replaced by the library of the unread historian and the
imposing figure of David lrving shall not guard the entrance to

officially sanctioned events. World War ll is now ihe "Mother of
all holy wars". As such, it is immaculate in conception, pregnant

in mythology and immune from the groping hands of hard,

factual questions. The World War ll memorial is the hoopskirt
wrapped around its corset of cover-up.

AN OPEN LETTER TO ZIONIST HATEMONGER
STEPHEN BYERS By Mark Farrell

Someone recently brought to my attention a siatement given by
Mr. Byers. He is the chairman of England's Parliamentary
Committee Against Antisemitism. He reportedly stated, "The
reason for the resurgence of an old hatred is simple. Anti-
semites feel emboldened again. Their prejudice, suppressed out
of guilt but lingering on in the past 50 years, is finding its way
back to the mainstream. This cannot be ignored. Anti-racists
everywhere have a responsibility to challenge and expose anti-
semitism wherever it occurs."
To this, I responded with the following message to him:
Dear Mr. Byers: lt is my understanding that you are against
racism and hatred. I am too. I have been trying to stop the
Zionist hatemongers for years from sowing their hate-filled
ideology, as if naught but poisonous seeds that infect this world.
Yet it seems to be of no avail, trying to stop these Zionist
terrorists from sowing the seeds of discord. Daily, we see such
honorable people as Mr. Yasin being murdered in cold blood-as
if just another drop in the terrorist Sharon's bloodstained bucket,
already flowing over from his years of unchecked hatred when
he murdered innocents during Sabra and Shatila, not to mention
Jenin and the Al Aqsa Mosque massacres that occurred later.

We think about how former lsraeli Prime Minister Menachem
Begin murdered many innocent Englishmen when he bombed
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I Hotel. We recollect the days when the FRANCE INVADES U.S.

by Jerry Ghinelli @2004
jerryghinelli@informationclearinghouse.info

April 11 2004 "lCH" - After months of build up, the French
government, led by Jacques Chirac, launched a preemptive
attack on the United States of America. Declaring the US ,,a

rogue nation in violation of international law and in defiance of
UN resolution 1441 ," France launched a major ground offensive
to overturn what they called "the illegitimate regime of George
W. Bush." Citing the 2000 election as proof of an unlaMul
government, the French claimed they are invading the US to
bring democracy to the American people. Termed Operation
American Freedom, Jacques Chirac declared on French
National W: "the failure of the US to disarm and the threats
against France by the unelected president has created the need
to invade America in order to protect us against the inevitable
aggression by the US along with Bush's stockpiling of weapons
of mass destruction. The US, he declared, was part of an axis of
evil along with the United Kingdom and lsrael.
After a relentless bombing campaign termed "Le Shock e Le
Awe," French along with a German coalition forces captured
Washington DC and surrounding areas. German troops
controlled territory from North Carolina to Florida. Chirac
appointed Dominique de Villepin as interim president and
established a governing council of Americans. The complete
transition to the American leadership is scheduled to occur on
June 30 2004. Made up of African Americans, Native
Americans, Mexican Americans, and a few white
"Conservatives," this council will govern the newly liberated US
beginning on July 1, 2004.
Meanwhile, former President George W. Bush has been
arrested after a tip led to his capture in a "spider hole,, just
outside of CraMord, Texas. Bush was met by French soldiers
with the greeting: "Jacques Chirac sends his regards.,' The
American informant received 25 million Euros for the information
and was given French citizenship and a change of identity. The
former undisclosed American citizen who revealed ,,W,s,'

whereabouts was hailed as a hero by the French media. George
W. Bush was in good health and seen on W with a beard, long
hair and his trademark cowboy hat. His daughters vanished and
his wife's whereabouts are unknown. President Bush has vowed
his innocence and declared the French invasion illegal.
Meanwhile American lnsurgents have fought the French army
using guerrilla tactics and terrorist strikes. According to Chirac,
these terrorists "hate freedom and will not succeed in our desire
to bring peace, security and democracy to America." Chirac,
when told of the upsurge in American resistance said: ,,Le, bring
em on." In a recent event, American insurgents attacked an
SUV carrying four French Foreign Legion Mercenaries. Dragged
from their vehicle, the four Frenchmen were executed and
dragged through the streets of Arlington, Virginia. Burned and
hacked the French "contractors" were despicably hung from a
bridge over the Potomac. The French government promised to
"pacify" the American terrorists "at a time and place of our
choosing."

The French forces, equipped with helicopters, missiles and
advanced weaponry, attacked Arlington, Virginia inflicting 490
American deaths and over 1000 injuries. Called operation
Vigilant Resolve, the government of Jacques Chirac claimed the
action was justified to avenge the killing and humiliation of the
so-called French "contractors". Terrorism, Chirac declared, must
be fought at all costs and France will never accept the approval
of the anyone to protect it's citizens."
Meanwhile back in the US , American insurgents have retaken
Charlotte, Savannah and Jacksonville. Chirac, declared these
terrorists will be defeated and the will of the French people is
unshakable. Chirac, after landing on the French Aircraft Carrier
Napoleon, and declaring, "Mission Accomplished," has admitted
over 500 French soldiers have been killed lcontinued on p. 8l

Minister Yitzhak Shamir murdered
rd, Lord Moyne, and mailed many decent
letter-bombs, murdering more innocents as
ionist inspired hate-filled, venomous ways.
r Affair, when Zionists bombed American

ttNEWS fF Ld later the U.S.S. Liberty, an American ship
your Njy the Zionist terror-machine while on a

pwvv-.-. ,international waters, killing many innocent
Americans. We think about all the child victims of the Zionist
menace--what the Zionist hatemongers deem as "collateral
damage" when they bomb large apartment complexes on the
chance that one of their assassinations against decent people
might succeed. The Zionist victims are large and many. But
they must be stopped.
We must do everything we can to outlaw this mentality of hatred,
ingrained in many Jews' heads who would otherwise be decent if
it weren't for the radical and hate-filled diatribe known as the
anii-Gentile Talmud, which preaches an anti-Gentile genocide
(i.e., where it states, which should be in violatlon of Britain,s
decency laws, "Even the best among Gentiles [non-Jews]
deserves to be killed"--a statement given high credence among
many hate-filled Jews). We must stop their frothing at the
mouth, as they salivate and plan more oppression and murders.
We must meet the Zionist hate mongers on the street, in the
alleys, and wherever they expose their wicked heads, plotting
their plans of injustice and hate.
We must teach them to love the Palestinians, to stop their
wayward ways, to become more accepting of other Gentiles, and
to live in harmony with the rest of mankind. I know it is a
monumental task, given the vicious mentality of many Zionists;
but it is something that must be done-that cannot wait. For
should we allow the Zionist hatemongers to continue to engage
in their radical and hate-filled ways, I fear for all mankind,
particularly considering the Weapons of Mass Destruction that
the Zionist hatemongers now possess in Palestine.
How long can we merely sit idly by while the Zionist terror-
machine plots its next course? How can we stand by and wait
while the Zionists might even now, as I write these words, be
planning on murdering more innocents or starting another war?
Nay, Britain and America--and all Europe-must ban together to
combat the Zionist menace before it destroys the world itself.
For if we merely sit by on the sidelines, the Zionist killing
machine may very well destroy civilization as we know it.
It is for this reason that I write you, imploring for you to do your
part to stop the Zionist terrorists, who are salivating at the mouth
with the anticipation of hurting more innocents. I beseech you to
do the honorable and just thing and make certain that these
Zionist terrorists are tried by an international court of justice, to
stand before the rest of mankind and admit to their atrocities,
which are great and many, and to then have Justice carry out its
punishment in a swift and fitting manner.
Best regards, Mark Farrell

NEWS ABOUT EAGLE PUBLICATIONS FRIENDS

"The Patriot Report" newsletter, published out of Oklahoma
since 1992 by patriot and Eagle Publications friend, George
Eaton, has published its last regular issue, though George did
say he might publish an special issue from time to time. He has
taken a new job and his subscription base has declined. We
wish George all our best wishes and will continue to share our
newsletters with him. God bless you, and thanks, George!

Another Eagle Publications friend and publisher, Curtis
Dickinson of "The Witness", is very ill with Cancer. We ask you
to include him in your prayers. Those who want to write this
remarkable and courageous Christian man can reach him at
POB 292663 Lewisville TX 75029.
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POB 6303 Corpus Ghristi TX 78466 USA

and 3000 were wounded by the criminals and terrorists of
"freedom hating" Americans. A spokesman for the Chirac
announced today that Donald Rumsfeld has been captured but
his detention remains classified. Donald Rumsfeld, the Ace of
Diamonds in the Chirac's deck of cards, was the former Defense
Secretary under the brutal undemocratic administration of
George W. Bush. Rumsfeld, accordinq to Chirac. was wanted r
"dead or ative". "The wortd today is'*.6}liitlcFfiftilftrlsrelo ii
in custody, "said Chirac. With the French death toll now
surpassing 650 and the American death toll in the tens of
thousands, according to Chirac, "all human life is precious, even
sometimes American, but such is the price of freedom and
democracy."
ln an extraordinary event, "High Priest" and former presidential
candidate Pat Robertson declared today "Christian Jihad,,
against what he called the French "Atheists". Citing, "better to
die as a martyr," Robertson appealed to all Christians to expel
the French invaders and return the US to it's Christian traditions.
Robertson has issued a "Fatwa" declaring the French ,'Atheists,,

as illegal invaders and to attack them with passion. "Jesus is
Great," declared Robertson. The French government met in
Paris this morning and declared Robertson an enemy of the
American people and issued a warrant for his arrest.
ln a stunning new development, the French government
announced an estimated 10,000 Americans have been detained
by French, German, Bulgarian, Ukralnian and polish coalition
forces in newly built "rehabilitation" camp in West Virginia.
Branded as "terrorists" these detainees, according to interim
president de Villepin, are treated in accordance with Geneva
Convention rules. However, he has denied the Red Cross or any
human rights groups access to inspect living conditions in the
West Virginia "rehabilitation" camp.
Today Chirac and Schroeder issued a communiqu6 announcing
their scheduled meeting in Paris later this week to discuss the
ever increasing terrorist violence in the the US. Chirac and
Schroeder will discuss the transfer of power the American
council on June 30 and how to combat the growing American
insurgency. Chirac and Schroeder concluded their communiqu6
stating: Vive la France and Deutschland UberAlles.

The author forgot to mention, that president Chirac
warned Canada that he will apply penalties on it, if
she does not stop the terrorists infiltrators crossing
its borders to enter the USA.
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IA(LI tsVLLITiN tsOAPD
"THE BARNES REVIEW" (877-773-9077) is a bi-monthty
historical journal and "AMERICAN FREE PRESS,' is one of
America's most informative weeklv newspapers. 202-544-5977 .

iltl?l, iHEnntNinia,,l4lh ',, 
sirtll,, ll,talii' i, $c 20003 or

www.BarnesReview.org and www.AmericanFreePress.net for
more news, visit www.TBRNews.org
l{ave vou seen "THE FIRST FREEDOM" ? lf not, write for a
copy: OLAF CHILDRESS, ED. POB 385 Sitverhiil AL 36576-
0385 or visit www.gulftel.com/firstfreedom or email
firstfreedom@gulftel. com
STORMBIRD PRESS Politically incorrect, disturbing and
dangerously useful books and videos. Send $2.00 for catalog.
POB 8838 Goleta CA 93118. Or visit our websites at:
www.stormbirdpress.com and wvyw.stormbirdpress.com.ph
..SOUTHERN ILLINOIS PATRIOTS LEAGUE NEWSLETTER",
a fearless teller of the truth. Send an S.A.S.E. to. pOB 482
Benton lL 62812 www.sipl.addr.com dening@midwest.net
Rhome's THE NEW JIHAD for sale on this website.
CAFE (Canadian Assoc. For Free Expression) pOB 332

Rexdale ONT MgW 513 CANADA http://caf6.canadafirst.net
NEW WEBSITE: Don't miss www.qentileworld.com
Very informative materials, including links to Eagle publications
websites and several of my articles.
.TSEGRETS OF THE KABBALAH
REVEALED" A four-part video documentary. Each volume
is $22.00, postpaid by U.S. Media Mail or $25.00 if by faster
U.S. Prioriry Mail. (Outside USA, $30 by airmail.)
THE NEW JIHAD: EXPIORING THE RESURGENCE
OF MIIITANT ISIAM by Harrett Rhome. Order hardcopy
book edition for $15, postpaid ($20 outside USA). Understand
the forces that now strike against the Western World Order.
Who are they? What is lslam? Why do they "hate" us? Where
could Osama be? And much more.
FREE WITH PAID SUBSCRIPTION TO EAGLE NEWSLETTER
o R REylS/OrVlS r OBSERyER.

HELP US OUT - ALL IT TAKES-IS A $2O BILL TO GET
ONE FULL YEAR OF OUR UNIQUE BIMONTHLY

NEWS COMMENTARY. SO.... DO tT NOW ! ! !


